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-The New Scofield Study Bible Since it was first published in 1909, the Scofield Reference Bible has made uncompromising Zionists out of tens of millions of Americans. Although the Scofield Reference Bible contains the text of the King James Authorized Version, it is not the traditional Protestant bible but Cyrus I. Scofield's annotated commentary that is problematic. More than any other factor, it is Scofield's notes that have induced generations of American evangelicals to believe that God demands their uncritical support for the modern State of Israel. Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for The Scofield® Study Bible III (2005, Leather) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products. This edition combines the renowned Scofield® notes and reference system with the New International Version, one of the most popular modern Bible translations. But that's not all! The fruit of Dr. C. I. Scofield's decades of reflection upon the Word of God have been augmented (not revised) to make the ideas underlying the Scofield Study Bible's annotations clearer to modern readers. An abundance of factual information is presented in topical articles, charts, and lists that add depth and richness to study time. Start by marking "The Scofield Study Bible, New International Version" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Dr. C.I. Scofield's classic study system is joined by the most popular modern Bible translation in this definitive resource. A clear, new typeface and larger size add to the usefulness of the NIV Scofield Reader's Edition. Features, include book introduction and outlines, a unique subject chain reference system, comprehensive indexes and concordance and authoritative Oxford Dr. C.I. Scofield's classic study system is joined by the most popular modern Bible translation in this definitive resource. A clear, new typeface and larger size add to the usefulness of the NIV Scofield Read. The riches of the Old Scofield Study System and references have guided students of the word for over a century. The Old Scofield Study Bible features the original 1917 notes and references in a Center-Column format. The classic King James Version is matched to Dr. C.I. Scofield's time-honored study system, with book introductions, center column subject chain references, chronologies, and same-page text helps that provide "Help where Help is Needed."